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produced by Royer Feddall, of 79 Bell Street, Fitzroy 3065, AUSTRALIA, 
appears more than monthly, and may be obtained in exchange for news or 
information, or as an arranged trade, although subscriptions are most 
highly prized; rates are as follows: AUSTRALIA: the never-changing 10 
issues for $4; NET ZEALAND: NZ$6 dor 6 issues - all monies to NZ Agent 
Nigel Rowe, 24 Beulah Avenue, Rothesay Bay, Auckland 10;
EUROPE: 9 issues for £5,. or local equivalents - monies to Europe Agent 
Joseph Nicholas, 22 Denbigh Street, Pimlico, London,. SW1V 2ER, U.K. ; 
NORTH AMERICA: US$1 per issue - monies to agents Patrick and Teresa 
Nielsen Hayden, of 4337 15th Avenue NE, #411, Seattle, WA 98105, U.S.A 
TEE REST (5e THE UORLD:- 9 issues for A$16.. ALL OVERSEAS COPIES ARE SENT' 
AIRHAIL. An ” " next to your name means that this could be your last 
Issue unless you.... DO SOMETHING. Reg. by Australia Post. pub.#VBH2625

AN ORGY OF BACKSLAFFING
Traditionally, the 'silly season’ is the Christmas-New Year period, the time when 

the news media have little of their usual fare to run and therefore fill up space 
with all sorts of odd reports: 'Man nites Dog’; ’’UFOs abduct yachtsman’’? that sort of 
thing.

In science fictional terms, however, the ’silly season’ has just begun.
Over Easter the Brits gave out their bevy of prizes for the best sf of last year 

and the final ballot for the Australian equivalent was announced, as were the final 
ballots for the (supposedly) international awards, the Nebula and the Hugo. 1’e are 
about to indulge in an orgy of hackslanpi,ng, folks, rivalled perhaps only by the self- indulgence of the Academy Awards, also Jusfe ndw announced.
The HUGO AIvARDS FINAL DALLOT
Anyone who’s a member of the 1973 'orld SF Convention, CONSTELLATION, can vote to help 
decide these awards, to be given at the con in September.* The finalists in each cat
egory are as follows:
Rest Novel:
Courtship Fite...... Donald Kingsbury fTimescape)
Foundation’s Edge....Isaac Asimov (Doubleday/Cranada)
Friday...............Robert A.Heinlein (IMW/NEL)
Pride of Chanur..... C.J.Cherryh (DAW)
Sword of the Lictor..Gene Wolfe (Tlmescane)
2010: Odyssey Two....Arthur C.Clarke (Sidgwick a Jackson) 
vest Novella
Another Orphan..... John Kessel (Fa IF 9/82)
Brain Child........ Joseph H.DeTaney (Analog 6/82)
The Postman...... David Brin (HitfH 11/32)
Souls................................. Joanna Russ (FSfF 1/82)
To Leave A Mark..........Kim Stanley Pobinson (F&SF 11/32)
Unsound Variations..George R.R.Martin (Amazing 1/82) 

* If you (are Australian and) have not heard anything yet from the comittee of 
CONSTELLATION, even though you've already paid to become a member (I myself am in this 
boat), Aus agent Carey Handfield wishes to make it known that he has written off to the 
bid ((about bloody time,too)) to ensure they will be sending you voting forms, etc.
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Best Noveln-:-':e
Aquila......'. mtow Sucharitkul (TAS?'// 1/82)
Firewatch...... "■- nie T’illis (TA EDU 2/82)
Nightlife..... . f -Cis Eisenstein (FSEF 2/82)
Pawn's Gambit.. .Timothy Fahn f Ar® zinc 3/82) 
Swarm...................... Bruce Sterling (F&SF 4/82)

Best Short Story
The Boy T?ho T'aterskied to Forever..James Tiptree Jr. (FGSF 10/82) 
Ike at the Mike .............. .Howard Taidrop (Omni )
Melancholy Elephan*s .............. .Spider Robinson (Analog 6/82 )
Spider Rose .......... .. .Truce Sterling (F& SF 8/82)
fur................................Ursula K.Le Guin (The New Yorker: 1/2/82, revised
n ,T , in ’The Comnass Rose3:18SE)Best Non-Fiction Book
Fear Itself The Horror Fiction of Steven King. .Tim Underwood & Chuck Miller
The Engines of the Night..Barry Halzberg (Doubleday) (Underwood £ Miller)
Isaac Asimov: The Foundations of Scienec Fiction..James Gunn (Oxford)
A Reader's Guide to Fantasy..Fair' Gearies, Beth Meacham & M.Franklin (Avon)
The World. of Park Crystal..Brian Proud (text: J.J,Llewellyn) (Knopf)

Best Dramatic Presentation 
Bladerunner
Dark Crystal
S.T.
Road, warrior (the American name for 'Had Max 2')
Star Trek IT' The TTrath of Khan

Best Professional Artist
Frank Kelly Freas
Don Haitz
Rowena Morrill
Barclay Shawl
Daryl Sweet
Michael ’"'helan

Best Fanzine . . ...
Fantasy -Newsletter..?aul Alien &
File 770..ed.Mike Glyer ■ . .
Locus......ed.C.Jrown
SF Chronicle...ed.Andy Dorter
SF Review, .e'd»Richard Ge’is

Fest Fan Artist
Alexis Gilliland 
Joan /jJanke-Noods 
Rill Rotsler
Stu Sniffman 
Dan Steffan. . . ■ . . .. j. ■ . ..

Rest Fan Writer
Robert Richard -Geis
Colling, -’ike Gly$r 

Arthur Hlavaty 
Dave langford

Best Professional Editor <•
Terry Carr.......... .. ..(Universe"Best SF of the Year)
Ed Ferman....................(FDSF)
David G.Hartwell..(Pocket Books) ’ ■ . -
Stanley Schmidt... (Analog) ’■ ■ ' ■ ' ' ■
George Scithers... (Amazinc) ' ■’ ' ' ' ’ ■ ' •>’■' A ...... t\\ .......
The John U.Campbell Award (Fest New Writer )< ((of the lasfi ^tyjo^.yeers,).) •
Joseph H. Delaney.. (e.c. . .Brain Child -short, ptor^y, -Analog 6/82 ) •*
Lisa Goldstein.... (e.g.. .The Red I'agician novel. Timescane )
Sandra Miesel............(e.g.. .Dreamrider - novel.. Ace)
'Tarj'en G.Norwood.. (e.g.. .The Windhover Tapes; An Image of Vdices - novel\Bantam)
Dave Palmer * ' 1 '' ■
Paul O.'Jillians... (e.g. . .The Fall of the fhell - novel, Del Peg)
The J.W.C. award is not, strictly speaking, a Hugo, but is presented with them. Both 
Dave Palmer and Paul O.Williams are now in their second (and last) year of eligibility.
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The NEBULA AWARDS F! ?-!AL "ALLOT (underlined entries indicate those also on the final
' Hugo Ballot)Best Novel

Helliconia Spring. .Brian T.Aldiss
Foundation8 s Edge..Isaac Asimov
No Enemy But Time..Michael Bishop
The Transmigration of Timothy Archer..Philip K.Dick
Friday.............Robert A.Heinlein
The Svrord o~ the Lictor. .Gene Uolfe

Best Novella.
Another Orphan.......John Kessel
Horrible Imaginings..Fritz Leiber
Moon of Ice..........Brad Linaweaver
Unsound Variations...George R.R.Martin 
Souls................ Joanna Russ

Best Novelette
Myths of the Near Future. ..... .J. G .Ballar-’’ 
Understanding Human Behaviour..Thomas Disch 
Burning Chrome.................William Gibson 
The Mystery of the Young Gentleman..Joanna Russ 
Swarm...........................Bruce Sterling 
Firewatch...................... Connie Willis 

Best Short Story
Petra.......Greg Bear
High Steel..Jack C.Haldeman & J.Dann
Corridors...Barry Malzberg
The Pope of the Chimps..?.. Silverberg
God' s Hooks.. Howard TTaldrop
A Letter From the Clearys..

Connie Hillis
only authors professionally published in the U.S.A, can vote for the Nebula awards, 
and the result will he announced at the S-TTA. (Science Fiction Writers of America) 
banquet in Hew York, on the 23rd of April, Of the 570 authors eligible to nominate 
stories for these awards, 153 (29%) actually did, Cosh.

The DITHAR (ASFAA) AWARDS Fl HAL BALLOT
Best International Science Fiction or Fantasy
No Enemy But Time..Michael Bishop 
The One Tree....... Stephen Donaldson
Fiddley ’Talker.... .Russell Hoban
Roderick...........John Sladek

Best Australian Science Fiction or Fantasy
The Ones Nho r7alk Away Behind the Eyes. .Terry Dowling (Omega May )
The Lances of Hengesdul.....Keith Taylor
Vaneglory...................George Turner

T Australian Fanzine
Omithopter...... ed. Leigh Edmonds
036..............ed.Marc Ortlieb
Science Fiction..ed.Terry Dowling
Thyme............eds.Andrew Brown & Irwin Hirsh? ed.Roger Heddall
Weber Homan's Wrevenge..ed.Jean Weber

Best Australian Fan Writer
Terry Dowling
Leigh Edmond -
Marc Ortlieb

Best SF or Fantasy Cartoonist
Terry Frost
Michael McGann
John Packer
Jane Taubman
Julie Vaux

Best SF or Fantasy Editor 
Neville Angove 
Mervin Binns 
Ron L.Clarke 
Paul Collins 
van Ikin 
Norstrilia Press

Best SF or Fantasy Artist 
Kerrie Hanlon 
Chris Johnston 
Marilyn Pride
Mick Stathoppulos
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The William Atheline Award ((for critical writings) )
Terry Dowling - Kirth Gersen: the other Demon «rince....(Science Fiction 11)
Terry Dowling ~ The Lever of Life- Tinning & losing in the fiction of

Cordwainer Smith...(Science Fiction 10)
Bruce Gillespie - SF Commentary: THE FIRST YEAR.__ (Bruce Gillespie)
*** ****** ****** ****** ****** ****** ******
The Ditmar awards can be voted on by anyone who is a member of that year's Australian 
National SF Convention (see the notice on Syncon later these pages). The awards 
will be presented at the NatCon in .Tune.
□ □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ nnnnenonnnonnnnnnDnnn n c n n □ □

Uhile on the subject of awards and competitions, howzabout the... 
DUFF RESULT ANNOUNCED

Jerry Faufman narrowly won this year's DUFF race from jan howard finder, and as winner
will be attending Syncon 'S3. The votes below tell the story...

Candidate. Australia U.S.A. Total Final Total (on a two-~erson~r>re-
jan howard finder 18 64 82 121 ferred scale)
Jerry Kaufman 13 74 87 131
Charlotte Proctor 10 31 41
Alexis Gilliland 8 41 48

FFANZ RESULT ANNOUNCED
Tom Cardy, a Dunedin fan,, easily won this year's inaugural FFANZ race. As for the 
DUFF winner, Tom will he flovm to Australia for the National Convention, in Tune. 
An agreement was made before the commencement of voting that the actual number of 
votes would not he released, but the figures below tell the story plainly enough:

Candidate(s) Australia New Zealand Total

Tom Cardy 14 27 41
the others 12 7 19

More specifically (as specific as the administrators are going to be), 
Tom case first, Graham Ferner second, Michelle Muysert third and Nigel Rowe fourth.

I don’t know who the wit was who first suggested that the DUFF and FFANZ winners team 
up while in Australia to make the 'Tom s Jerry Show'....

The FFANZ administrators report that the fund is doing well: with NZ$.262 and A$393.31 
currently to hand.
□ □□□□□□nnannnDnnnncnnnnDDnDcnnnnarjcnnonnann

FUNCON: HAPPV DAYS a convention renort by Boeer Weddall
The 1933 Melbourne Sastercon could probably best be described as a large 

’relaxacon". There wasn't much in the way of programme items, and those panels that 
there were were often more casual, rambling cret-togethers than organised discussions. 
There were also a few (good) films, but mainly the convention was a chance for people 
to sit around socializing.

Julia Ferguson and Jo Masters made it across from Perth, and. there were large 
contingents of fans from both Adelaide and NT-?, as well as the local attendees - it 
felt more like a large, family reunion than a con as such.

Friday in particular was quiet, especially in the evening. Both the ’Mad Matter 
Tea Party’ and the few room parties were low-key affairs, the highlight for me being 
the sampling of John Packer's amazing(ly smooth and tasty) home-made liquers.

Before the parties, in the eveninc, the Peter Toluzzi Audio-Visual DUFF report 
of his trip was shown. Peter has promised to do a written report of his wanderings in 
America as well, but it would have to be extraordinarily good to match the quality of 
this presentation.

Saturday night things started to hot up. The evening's masquerade was helped along 
by the provision of lots of fabric oddments by the committee for anyone to use as they 
wished. People started early afternoon to put together their costumes. Louisa Gordon 
and I tried to persuade John Packer, dressed as a giant, furry, caped rat, to come with 
us to dinner? but maybe, even where we were, it would have been to much for the locals.
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The convention hotel was situated a short walk away from what is arguably the seed
iest stretch of Melbourne? Fitzroy street, St.kilda.

The masquerade was a success, and a lot of fun. Susan HryckiewicZ (just married 
to Richard) and Glynnis Chalmers (of Brisbane fame) each won Easter Eggs for their 
elaborate and artistic costumes, and predictably enough it was Marc Ortlieb who won 
the ’Worst Pun’ prize ~ no way am I going to repeat how he won it here.

But. perhaps the real star of the show was the cake put together by Terry Stroud 
especially for the con. Grotesque does not describe it (the things you can do with 
coloured icing and table tennis balls); Terry’s creation brings new meanings to the 
words 'kitsch' and 'bad taste’.- although actually to eat it (fruitcake, under all 
that decoration) was pleasant enough. The main section of the... thing vias kept for 
next day's auction, where it was bought by Chistine Ashby, as a birthday cake for 
husband Derrick (many happy returns) .

After the masquerade the room parties got underway with a vengeance, making up 
for the previous night. How many people can you fit on a double bed? No-one still 
relly knows.... Last. ditch stand, against the forces of daylight was in Sue S Richard's 
room, with Bob Toth leading on guitar, and featuring Easter Eggs and. more Easter Eggs. 
Wisely, there was nothing of interest planned by the committee to be on until late 
Sunday afternoon.

The auction was surprisingly entertaining* frisbees, water-pistol fights and the 
spirited bidding for anything that Allan Bray wanted to buy all helped to enliven 
the proceedings. Frontmen Marc Ortlieb and -Tack Herman kept the ball rolling and the 
money coming in .

Later,that evening,was the Paul Stevens 'Fick-A-Box' trivia quiz. Potentially a 
good idea, it was slapdash in presentation and should have been more slickly paced, 
but by this time no-one seemed to care too much about that sort of thing (too tired 
from yesterday) and it filled up a half-hour adequately, sandwiched between two 
showings of the new Transfinite Audio-Visual. This time, set to a slightly re-written 
version of ’Those Mere the Days', it was a trip down memory lane - shots of fans at 
conventions, with interposed with plenty of (humourous?) visual commentary on those 
slides. It was a great idea, and Hark and Kim, the Sydney half of Transfinite, are 
interested in expanding this piece, to include more slides of older material, as well 
as any good shots of people, incidents, places. If you have never seen one of their 
shows - a combination of sound, slides and laser effects - their next production will 
be at Syncon '83, in June. 'Transfinite' have done a lot of work and spent a lot of 
money on their shows for conventions, and certainly deserve any support they can he 
given. It’s a fair bet to say you'll be seeing their work here in Melbourne in 1985.

On the subject of films, straight after the second showing of the AV there was 
'Duck Soup’, a great marxist film. After that I'm told they showed 'Dr Strangelove' 
but I don't know if anyone was still up to watch it.

Monday, then, and. suddenly it's the end of the con. The Melbourne in '85 panel 
was typically uninformative (this time it bogged down over the question of member
ship rates, and estimated attendance figures) and that led straight into the Closing 
Ceremony, where John Newman. was heard to say: ”If no-one else volunteers, I guess 
the dead dog party will be at my place?'* it was, and it was one of the most enjoyable 
parties of the weekend. I had a good talk with Cathy McDonnell about travelling 
overseas, and lent Carole Crariwell my shirt (but nothing else) for some completely 
immoral purposes, "fiat she, Karin Janezic, Kim Huett and Gerald. Smith got up to 
to the sound of all those cameras clickinc is something you probably won't find out 
about for quite a while, if ever.

And then (fuck it) I had to go to work, "midnight Monday.
Whenever people ask me about these 'sf conventions’, I try to explain that,the 

serious parts of the programme aside (films? Guest of Honour speeches that sort of 
stuff), conventions are really just these big, weekend-long parties, Dunoon was more 
like that than most? not a bad. way to spend an Faster. 
cnmcacnccnnmnnnnnccinnnconnnnnQ Roger veddall □ □Dann

Funcon extra info: approx. 150 members, in contrast to/addition to/competition with 
the (rough estimate) 600-700 members of 'Phantasticon III', also held in Melbourne over 
the Faster weekend. Also, a late thanks from the committee to Bob Toth, who did all the 
sound arrangements for the convention.
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2010/STAR UARS III/DARK CRYSTAL.
'The Disney version of-Ray Bradbury’s 'Something ricked this nay Games’, featuring the 
same sort of computer-generated animation first used in their 1Iron*, is due for re
lease in America earlv in May. Meanwhile, in Australia, ’The Secret of pimh ' is 
finally about to be released. This is the work of a group of people who used to work 
j.or Disney, and has been hailed as a return” to the earlier quality work of Disnev in 
animation.an*Revenge of the Je,?i’ is now »Return of the Jedi1, and that's official. 
Seems as though George Lucas (or maybe just his publicity department) thought it was 
not appropriate .or the nice—guy Jedi to be a^vertiseG as lowering themselves to 
anything as crass as revenge. Go all the publicity material s memorabilia bearing the 
old title or the third in the Star Wars series of films may now be t/orth collecting; 
but to try to counter this, Lucas has ordered that 50,000 more posters for ’Revenge of 
the Jedi’ be printed to prevent scalpers from profiting on the sale of what x-zould 
otherwise have been rare postersReturn of the Jedi’ is due to be released in the USA 
and the UK for summer this year, but it seems likely that Australian audiences will 
have to wait until summer to see the film ('cause that’s when the biq crowds C=moneyl 
are around).qnjulia Philips(producer of CE3K,The Sting, et alia)has been recently 
quoted as saying that she met with Arthur C.Clarke during his recent publicity tour 
for the look 2010?Odyssey Two, and says he made a deal with her. 20th-Century.Fox ’ 
Have announced that they have secured the screen rights and have Julia Philips working 
for them on this as part of a package deal. MGH immediately countered that they 
already had the rights as part of their deal on the rights to the first book, 2001, 
and were working with Stanley Kubrick on the possibility of a film of the new book. 
Recent (vague) statements by Clarke before the row emoted would indicate the latter 
statement to be correct. If MGM were to go ahead on the project, Peter Weir (Gallipoli, 
Picnic at Hanging Rock) may be the director.tan’Dark Crystal', the much-feted offer
ing of the Muppets people, is due for release in Australia any day now; currently 
running on a cable-tv network in America is the new effort by these people? it’s 
titled ’Fragile Rock'and it’s a fantasy, open-ended series aimed more at children than 
was the Muppet Show.nDAlso either in production or being arranged... ’Superman III', 
due for British release late July; 1 Solarbabies’ by Mel Brooks, involvine the adven
tures of a group of adolescents in the year 2025; 'Airport 2000’, yet another 'Airport' 
(as opposed to ’Airplane/?lying High’) movie; 'The Illegitimate Son of King Kong'

'Papergirl! (next it will be’Krypto Come Home'?); and finally" 'ctar *wre^'3:TT' (undoubt
edly with some approriate sub-title) . On Star Trek, Teaonmrd MtooyTias' apparently 
announced that he will be directing, although other reports suggest this is not to be 
the case.
onnnDnanDannnnonnnndannnncannnnncjncranDcnrjnD
HARRY HARRISON IN AUSTRALIA: THE DISAPPEARING SAGA

In the beginning there was controversy, and then there wasn't. As reported earlier 
in STjume, >Tarry Harrison will be the Guest of Honour at Swancon 9 ™ see the flyer opp
osite. Anyway, it appears that Harry intended to visit Australia at some stage, and 
all was well until everyone independently decided that they wanted him to be GoH at 
their own conventions. Merv Binns had a hand in all this, but just where the 'blame' 
for any of the heated words/confusion that followed should, be placed is unclear. 
Talking to Allan Bray at Funcon, he seemed eager to be able to explain his side of 
the story in public, in Thyme, but to date he has not written anything, so it can't 
be all that important. It's ’Storm in a Teacup’ time, folks. Hhat is clear is that 
Harry will be spending a few weeks here, wants to see a fair bit of the country, 
especially the Barrier Reef/ northern Queensland., and will be GoH at Swancon 9 in 
Perth next year, over the Ansae Day weekend. He will also probably be visiting 
Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney at some stage; if you think there’s a reason for him 
to turn up to any sort of gathering you might have planned then you could best start 
by making polite equities of Merv Binns, of Space Age Books, Melbourne. ”e look forward 
to seeing you, Harry! (MB/AB/RU).
□ o o n n □ □ n n n n n n c n n n □ n n n n n □ n □ □ □ □ □ n n a n □ rj n □ a □ n c n

SEACON 84/FT.TROCON TINS U.K. NATCON BID

At Albacon IT, the Easter British NatCon in Glasgow, the combined 'Beacon 84* and 
Eurocon bid won the 1994 Easter NatCon by a huge majority over the rival Blackpool bid, 
so next year's Eurocon and the Brit Natcon will he held, combined, at Brighton, U.K.



. . . which bright-eyed and bushy-tailed convention committee 
use only the cheapest and off-whitest paper to tell YOU what 
it's all about? The fen from the West, no? The tinduck

STAIM1ESS (^E&TS Duck;
****************

GUEST OF HONOUR: HARRY HARRISON.
Fan Guest of Honour: To be announced.

****************

Australia Day Weekend, 27th-30th January, 1984.
Venue: to be announced.

****************

Can you afford not to be a member of Swancon Nine right from 
the word go? Dare you miss out on the convention that will 
bring you a Great Debate for Real Fen? Could you bear not 
to receive the very first, bulging-in»all-the-right-places 
Swancon Nine Progress Report which will explain almost but 
not quite exactly what we were hinting at in the previous 
sentence? Go on, be a devil, live life to the full, be the 
first fan on your block to join Swancon Nine. Write right 
now 1

Rates: $15 until 30th November, 1983.
$5 supporting.
****************

Contact: Swancon Nine Committee
P.O . Box 318 , 
Nedlands, 6009, Q
Western Australia. £

or your State Agent: $
N.S.W.: Jean Weber; c/o C.S.I.R.O., Box 333, Wentworth

Building, Uni of Sydney, N.S.W., 2006. p
Victoria: John Newman; P.O. Box 4, Thornbury, Vic., 3071.
South Oz: Zebee Johnstone; 1 Egerton Ave., Rostrevor, S.A., 

5073.
A.C.T.: Kat Swansbra; 6 Napper Pl., Charnwood, A.C.T., 2615.
. . . other agents, esp. overseas, in first Progress Report.

****************
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CONVENT I ONG IJPD? T'~

ADVENTION 4 - LAST NOTICE vv^U^j i^A \
Dates; 23 25 April z q -J
Venue: The Pier Hotel, Glenelg, Adelaide
GsoH: Pynne rihiteford/Mary Shelley
Rates* Attending?,$20, Supporting:$...no such thing.
Mail? Advention 4; P.O.Box 46, Harden 5070

Advertised as ’...the 1983 Adelaide Science Fiction Convention.' Should be a 
pleasant, smallish affair, with few interstate attendees due to its proximity to 
Funcon. Times are hard, and people seem to he limiting their interstate travel more 
than ever. Nevertheless, it should be worth the trouble to get to.

WNDYCON - The NEW ZEALAND 1983 NATIONAL CONVENTION
Dates: 3rd 6th June
Venue? the Waterloo Hotel, Wellington
GoH: think you can guess this one? There's been no official announcement from the

committee on this yet, but it's hardly a secret. Clue* what sort of overseas 
guest speaker would the convention most likely be able to afford?

Rates* Attending: $.20, Supporting: $10
Mail: TTindycon, Box 11400 Wellington, New Sealand

Australian Agent: John Newman, Box4, Thornbury 3071.

SYNCON '83 - The AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL 19'3 CONVENTION
Dates: 10—13 June
Venue* Shore Motel, Pacific Highway, Artarmon, Sydney
GsoH: Harlan Ellison, Van Ikin
Rates: Attending *$25, Supporting *$10
Mail: P.O.Box A491, Sydney 2000

The con has just published their Progress Report #5, with more information 
in it than most cons manage to present you with at the actual event. Get it.

CONQUEST 03 - The 19*3 NATIONAL AUSTRALIAN MEDIA CONVENTION
Dates.* 24th,25th of September
Venue: the Brisbane Park Royal, cnr Albert & Alice Streets, Brisbane, OLD
Rates? until 15/5/33- Attending $20/Student or Pensioner$12.50

until 1/9/83: Attending $25/ " “ ' $15.00
at the door* PER DA~m ?15 full/$10half

Accommodation * Double or Twin:$52/night, and $10 per extra person.
Mail: Conquest S3, GPO Dox 1376, Brisbane 4001.

Brought to you by the same people who ran Conquest 
promises to be even better, if that's possible. As 
profits from the convention will be donated to the

82 so successfully, this 'un 
a point of interest, all 
Red Cross Society.

SWANCON 9
Dates: 27 -■ 30 January, 1984
Venue- Pestos Motor Inn (the same as usual)
GoH: Harry Harrison (surprise!)
Rates; Supporting *$5, Attending?$15 until 30th November, 1983
Mail.*. Swancon Nine Committee, P.O.Box 318, Redlands 6009, ’"’.A.

'Can you afford not to be a member of Swancon Nine right from, the word go?' the 
flyer exhorts, and they might he right. Swancons are special, don't wait for the 
first PR. Billed as: 'The Stainless Steel Rat Meets the Tin Duck', God help us....

EUREKACON •• THE 1?84 NATIONAL AUSTRALIA" SF CONVENTION
Dates: 20-23 April (Easter) 1984
Venue- The Melbourne Town House, Swanston St. Carlton, Melbourne
GoH? George Turner
Rates: Attending? $20, Supporting $10
Mail: Eurekacon, P.O.Box 175, South .Melbourne, 3205

Self confessedly* "Te've been lying low for the last twelve months, hoping that 
hardly anyone would join at the cheap rates. Now we are after your money. The 
Melbourne Mafia Convention Machine is getting into gear. ((You'd better believe 
it!)) Eurekacon will have everything you have come to expect from Melbourne Cons - 

all the good things, anyway, so come and give us your life savings,'
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RECENT BITE &. PIECES
rielbourne: Jan McDonnell has moved house, to 11/272 Darkly Street, Morth Fitzroy, 3065.

MandyHerriot s Phil '’are, of Abbotsford, are" currently negotiating loans ’ on
the purchase of a house- in Flemington, and expect to be moving from their current abode, 
owned by Terry Stroud, some time a couple of months from now. Rumours are floating 
around that certain persons -■ not Terry - may move in when they move out; more later on 
this. And then there’s Marc Ortlieb, who’ll be over here next year, possibly to share 
a house with Justin Ackroyd. Asms and Karen Wilkinson are finally to wed (yes, he 
finally proposed): the date has“been“set at the b'f October, venue undecided, but 
probably some parkish area. Meanwhile they, too, are on the lookout for new permanent 
accommodation. Baby AMDS/Adrie is doing well. ***This issue of Thyme looks like being 
under ten pages - unbelievable, T know.*** Recently seen in Melbourne" Bruce Burn, of 
Gisborne, Mew Sealand, fame. Bruce was over here shoeing some people around Melbourne, 
Adelaide, but unfortunately could n.t make it to any gatherings (ie. Funcon) See you 
at R’indycon?
THE CAR RALLY MENTIONED IN THE LAST ISSUE OF THYME is officially a non-event? seems 
that interest was lacking ~ must be this cold weather, the eveathas ^een postponed, 
until... well, it’s been postponed. Good idea, hut ((he says)).
NEU ZEALAND:Graham Ferner has moved, from Auckland to 27 Albert street, Wellington. 
This hasn’t "stopped^j^^j^j^om putting out a new fanzine^ SHeetcS.- Amwjne” who has “ever 
moved house, or put cut a fanzine should be suitably impressed. And in Wellington, 
Michelle Muysert has resigned her position as NAFF Branch President (ugh, nolitics 
again?) and until the AGM National NASF President, Robert Bowles, has taken over her 
position. However, the A.GM is scheduled for the 17tJFoT April - and you probably won’t 
he reading this until then? likely president to succeed Robert Fowles (the National 
brach are having their AGM same date as the Wellington branch) is Linette Horne, the 
only nominee for the job. (Speaking of AGMs and elections, back in Melbourne, the new 
MUSFA President is Sarah Crawshaw,.naturally, Adrie is a committee member.) And that 
about wraps it up for another issue; it ,toas pu,t together on the 12th of Anril, and the 
next issue should be out about four weeks from now. Thanks for help in getting this 
one into shape must go to Mike, Lyne, Frank, Mai, John,'Mandy, Justin and, natch, Victor.
Seeyuz,
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